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MINI Art - MAXYMUM FUN

WEBSITE LAUNCH PARTY- MAXYART.COMand Art Opening featuring paintings of the
fabulous and iconic MINI COOPER & MINI COOPER S (classic and new).

(PRWEB) July 25, 2004 -- Beverly Hills, California August 19, 2004 -- Los Angeles artist YoungLee will
launch MAXYART.COMwhich showcases his paintings of the wonderful MINI (classic and new). A limited
number of paintings will be on display.

MAXYART.COMis where collectors of art and fans of the MINI from all over the world can view and order
artwork as well as get information on various openings and events, new series and editions, and other cool
MINI things. Besides the main portraits and profiles paintings offered on the website, collectors can also
commission Mr. Lee for custom works.

Already known for his obsession for the MINI, Mr. Lee is earning the reputation as The MINI Artist. "I'd like
my work to be associated with a lot of what the MINI is: good design,uniqueness and making people smile and
feel (and look) good." With formal training in the arts and a love for cars and motor sports, Mr. Lee's focus is
this evolving body of work, which pays tribute to the wondrous car. Mr. Lee makes his debut in Los Angeles
with this first series of MINI paintings.

Come for an evening of colorful art, people, drinks and a good time.

EDITORS PLEASE NOTE:
Thursday, August 19, at 7:00 PM - 12 Midnight
CALIBAR
9667 Â½ Wilshire Blvd. in Beverly Hills, California 90210
MINI ART - MAXYART.COMLaunch Party

Free valet parking for those who drive up in a MINI or have a post card invite.
To have an invite mailed to you, please visit WWW.MAXYART.COM

Fully stocked and staffed bar, valet and security. Casual, come-as-you-are.

21 and over only please. Alcohol will be served so please plan responsibly.

MAXYARTdonates a portion of the proceeds from each painting it sells to the National Endowment for the
Arts for it's continued support for arts education.
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Contact Information
YoungLee
MAXYART.COM
http://www.maxyart.com
(310) 497-3155

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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